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BRUNILDE S. RIDGWAY

Abstract

In an importantarticlepublished in 1999, Christian
Kunze argued against our traditionalunderstanding
of Hellenistic sculpturesdepicting themes of everyday
activitiesby the lower classes or by representativesof
the extremes in age- the so-called old destitutes and
the children. Generally classified as unprecedented
genre subjects,manyof these portrayals,he suggested,
did not in fact constitutea breakwith earliericonography and, when seen in their proper light, could carry
a verydifferent meaning. Stressingthe difference, for
instance, between Hellenistic and Roman statues of
fishermen, he pointed out that the former- unlike
the latter- were never shown engaged in the performance of their trade but rathercarryingthe products
of theirlabors.Theywere, therefore,no differentfrom
the various offering-bearersof Archaic and Classical

times and should be considered votive gifts to be set
up in sanctuaries.The sociological implications with
which such figures have been endowed are a commentary on our own times and not a true reflection
of ancient readings of those visual "texts."1Kunze has
now expanded on his basic theme in an extensively
documented book that includes many more monuments and stylisticanalyses.2
Considered from a different angle, this same emphasis on the appropriatenessof a subjectfor a Greek
or Roman context may lead to a revision of some
attributions based solely on style and not on actual
date of manufacture.I have long advocated a similar
position with regard to the so-called Roman copies- worksknown only in versions datable no earlier
than the incipient Imperial period.3 Specifically, it
would be advisableto use comparable criteriain our
analysisof all the alleged genre sculptures, keeping
an open mind, as results may varyfrom case to case;
some mayeven confirmthe correctnessof a Hellenistic
dating once the defining label has been discounted.
In particular,given the international characterof the
period, this scrutinyshould be applied to some monuments in obvious Greek style, which could, however,
be more meaningful from a non-Greekpoint of view.
This is a query I wish to raise for a well-knowntopos,
the Boy Stranglingthe Goose, for which I would sugnot only for the individualcomgest a lectioAegyptiaca

* I wish to thank MariaTeresa MarabiniMoevs for the
loan of her photographs, and DyfriWilliamsof the British
Museumfor givingme permissionto publish them.
1Kunze (1999)
argued his position on the strength of
three selected examples:the so-calledFanciullad'Anzio,the
Old Fishermanof the Seneca type, and the Old Drunken
Woman. Although I fully agree in principle with Kunze's
theory,I wonderwhythe DrunkenWomanand especiallythe
Seneca Fishermanwould have been copied more or less exactlyin Roman times. If the originalHellenisticmonuments
representedprivateor even civicdedicationswithin their respectivesanctuaries,they might not have attractedthe attention of the Romanclientele and, perhaps,not been available
for direct copying.If, however,a specificmythologicalmeaning accruedto them withinthe embodiment of their generic

type, their precise reproductionwould have been significant
even in Imperialtimes.Forlengthierdiscussionof these basic
types,see Kunze2002.
2 Kunze 2002.
3
My position is most explicitly stated in Ridgway(1988,
33) : "Perhapsthe most important questions to be asked of
the materialhave in fact become: Whywas it made?Where
wasit set up? If a worktraditionallyassignedto the Hellenistic period but known only through Roman copies could be
conclusivelyshown to be out of place- both in function and
meaning- in a proper Greek context, the time is perhaps
right for revisingour notions and askingwhether the piece
in question could ratherbe a Roman creationin Hellenistic
style."Comparablethoughts are also expressed throughout
Ridgway1990, 2000, 2002.

Kunzehas suggested that Hellenistic sculpturedepicting themes of everydayactivities that are traditionally
classifiedas genre subjectsmaycarryverydifferent meanings. This note argues that, in Graeco-Romanterms, the
chubbypersonagein depictions of the Boy Stranglingthe
Goose is not simplya child but the personificationof Dionysos/Harpokrates;the goose is not a household pet but
an evil spirit over which the Divine Child triumphs.The
manner of the representation is Greek and can be read
at a superficiallevel; the deeper content is Egyptianand
contains a symbolicmessage of rebirth and victory.*
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ponents, as others have advocated, but also for the
very action involved, which has contributed to the
genre classification.
The concept of Hellenistic genre has long been
entrenched in archaeologicalliterature.A typicaland
early (1885) explanation of its application to the Hellenistic period, for instance, by ErnestGardner,states
that"peoplecooped up in largetownsand surrounded
by the artificialityof city life felt a cravingfor nature
and simplicity"that led them to extol bucolic environments and images of childhood in both their poetry
and their visualarts.4A slightlydifferent connotation,
with emphasis on the decorativecharacter,is implicit
in the term "rococo,"first applied to Hellenistic art
by Wilhelm Klein and then codified by Margarete
Bieber in her influential monograph on the sculpture
of the period. EvenJerome Pollitt adopted the term,
although expressing some reservations as to its applicabilityto ancient times.5
One theme accepted by all authorsunder these various terms is that of a child holding a bird generically
definable as aquaticalthough often specificallycalled
a goose. The main reason for the scholarlyattention
this subjecthas attractedis a passagein Pliny attributing to Boethos of Chalkedon the (bronze?) image of
a boy stranglinga goose.6 The original Plinian text is
"
corrupt,and the restorationof the word amplexando"

(while embracing [the bird]) is conjectural. Other
possible readings could have stated that the boy was
six years old or that the work was excellent, and the
sentence, as extant, is ungrammatical.Whatis certain,
however,is the "unfriendly"connection of a child and
a bird,by a certainsculptorwho wasactuallyrenowned
as a silversmith.7
Boethos' span of activityand very identity present
complex problems with no immediate solution, yet
they are largelyirrelevantfor my purpose here, since
a majorchronological indication can be derivedfrom
a mention in the Fourth Mimiambos by Herodas,
datable to between 280 and 265 B.C.E.The poem describes two women visiting a sanctuaryof Asklepios
and observingsome of the dedications at the site, one
of which depicts a boy clearlystated to be stranglinga
a type of Egyptiangoose of relativelysmall
chenalopex,
size. No connection with a specific sculptor can be
establishedon the basisof this allusion, but the poet's
own date is sufficient indication that the topic of a
boy throttling a goose, in whatever format, already
existed in the earlythird centuryB.C.E.8Furthersupport is provided by a fragmentaryplastercast of a wax
model intended to make a metal applique, as handle
attachment, from Memphis, Egypt, and by a silver
statuette (fig. 1) , probablyfrom a lid, found in a grave
near Alexandria, both datable by context to the mid

4Gardner1885, 11. The author admitsthat "inHellenistic
times, even distinctlymythologicalsubjectsreceiveda genrelike treatment,"but "whereno religiousmeaning is obvious,
and other explanationsare easyto find, it seems quite superfluous to go beyond common life" for the origin of certain
themes (Gardner1885, 10).
5Klein 1919; 1921; Bieber 1961, ch. 10, "RococoTrends
in HellenisticArt" Bieber (1961, ch. 6.3, "TheArt of Alexandria:Subjectsof DailyLife,"95-7) statesthat Greekartistsin
Egyptmay have been "so awed by its monumental architecture and sculpturethat they did not tryto rivalit. They rather
turned to the daily life in the streets of cosmopolitanAlexandria."Pollitt (1986, ch. 6, "Rococo,Realism and the Exotic") expressesreservations,e.g., with emphasison context
(127, 131, 139) and where doubts are limited to the precise
chronological limits of the phase (141). Pollitt is, however,
more positiveabout the pervasiveinfluence of "realism,"under which term he groups many of the subjectsusuallyconsidered genre. He attributesthe movement to a weakening
of idealism,which led to "aninterestin the varietyof experiences,"focusing "attentionon the mutabilityof the world"
(Pollitt1986, 141).
6Plin. i/JV34.84.
7For the various
possiblereadingsof Pliny'stext, see Kunze
2002, 144 nn. 797-800. Kunze (2002, 142-53) discussesthe
entire topic (his no. 1), withfurtheranalysis(153-55) of what
he considersa Late Hellenisticvariant(his no. la). See also
Bieber 1961,81-2; Pollitt1986, 128, fig. 132, 129, fig. 133. See
Pollitt (1986, 140-1, 311 n. 9) for the Pliniantext. In my first
discussion(Ridgway1990, 232-33, 243 n. 23) of the theme, I

had accepted the idea of Boethos as a sculptorof children's
images because of the alleged connection of the so-called
Agon to a signed herm from the Mahdiashipwreck.This connection has now been disproved(infran. 8) .
8The term
is usuallytranslatedas fox-goose
"xi]vaAconr]^"
or Nile goose (Chenalopex
Aegyptiaca)(see also Hdt. 2.72).
Herodas' Fourth Mimiambos,set in an Asklepieion where
some of the artworksmentioned by the two women were by
the sons of Praxiteles,was originallythought to refer to the
sanctuaryof the god on Kos. It has now been assertedthat
this localizationis unwarranted.The chronological bracket
maybe furthernarrowedby the fact thatHerodas'FirstMimiambos mentions Templesof PtolemyII and Arsinoe,as well
as the Museum in Alexandria.It is thus datable after 272/1
B.C.E.Mime 2, in turn, is set on Kos (before 266), thus suggesting a circuit and period similar to Theokritos'.Finally,
Mimes6 and 7 are localizedin AsiaMinor.See Cunningham
(1971, 80, 128) on the dates of Mimiambi 2 and 4. Cunningham (2004, vii) bracketsproduction of the Mimiambi
between 275 and 265 B.C.E.Kunze (2002, 149 n. 828, 248 n.
1477) acceptsthe terminuspost quernof 272 B.C.E.for poem
4, while assumingthat it does not refer to actualmonuments
and certainlynot to the original of the Boy with the Goose
representedby the Munichtype,named aftera marble(Glyptothek 268) from the Villaof the Quintilii(his pl. 19, figs.603) . Twomore replicasfrom the samevillaare now in the Louvre and the VaticanMuseums.On the manysculptorsnamed
Boethos, see Ridgway2000, 247-54 (the Boy Stranglingthe
Goose is discussedagain on pp. 252-54) .
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Fig. 1. Two views of the Boy Strangling the Goose, silver object from an Egyptian grave, ca. 240 B.C.E. (courtesy British
Museum).

third century B.C.E. Indeed, the silver figurine, now
in the British Museum, in London, was the occasion
for Gardner's article cited above, which includes a
classification of six distinct groups of depictions of
children with birds, each representing a specific type
and its variations.9
There is no question that some of the items listed
by Gardner simply portray friendly interaction with
pets. In fact, as Kunze argues, the Child-with-Bird
theme was well known since the fifth century B.C.E.,

as attested by numerous gravestones.10The bird in
those reliefs is frequently a dove, but the basic idea is
comparableand the intended meaning mayhavebeen
to strengthen an image of childhood and premature
death. By the Hellenistic period, as is often the case,
the two-dimensionalrenderings were converted into
figures in the round, but no great change in conception may have been implied. Kunze,in fact, considers
the best-known composition, the so-called Munich
type, a typicalvotive offering for Greek sanctuariesof

9 In the silver
group, the bird reactsto its predicamentby
biting the child'sleft ear,causinghim to turn his head in the
opposite direction. Gardner (1885) gathers 52 items within
six categories;the BritishMuseumsilverobject, in GroupVI
(the least homogeneous of the groupings), is his no. 51, and
listed are the various coins found with it (Gardner 1885, 9
n. 1). They date from the reigns of the firstthree Ptolemies,
providinga terminusante quernof ca. 240 B.C.E.Gardner's
GroupIV,comprisingitem nos. 25-32 and variationnos. 338, is the largestand most popularbecause it wasoften turned
into a fountain by a water pipe running through the bird;
the boy is shownseated, pressingdown on the goose with his
left arm (Kunze'sno. la). Group V (nos. 39-42 in marble,
43-44a-c in terracotta,and 45 in bronze, with variationnos.
46-8) is the Munichtype (Kunze'sno. 1), traditionallyassoci-

ated with Boethos: the boy, standing,struggleswith a goose
as big as himself,whose neck he graspswith both arms.Both
the Memphis plasterand the Alexandriastatuetteare mentioned by Reinsberg (1980, 92-3, 315), esp. cat. no. 43, fig.
77 (the cast), and n. 340 listingother examplesof boys"holding" geese. See also Kunze (2002, 147-48 n. 820) for the silver statuette and additional bibliography;he interpretsthe
more interactivecompositionas a variationtypicalof the minor arts. Kunze (2002, 142-43 n. 791) lists 12 items attributable to his Munich type;he (2002, 153 n. 850) lists six or
seven replicas of his Borghese type (no. la) with the child
sitting on the ground, which he considersa Late Hellenistic
decorativegroup.
10Kunze 2002.
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kourotrophoi, or healing deities, datable on stylistic
grounds to the mid or late third century B.C.E.11
It seems to me, however, that both the Memphis
plaster and the silver statuette, as well as the larger,
probablylater, version of the standing boy struggling
withan equal-sizedgoose, conveyan attemptto subdue
the animal, which is being grasped by the neck- indeed, being strangled, as clearly described by both
Herodas and Pliny.This rendering makes the animal
unlikelyas a simple attributeof childhood; yet Kunze
discounts the possibilitythat a specific game is being
depicted or an otherwiseunattested cult legend. He is
equally dismissiveof early theories (e.g., by Salomon
Reinach and Ioannes Svoronos) that would see in the
child a mythological figure, such as Ianiskos, son of
Asklepios.12
A more recent identification of the Munich-type
child as Harpokratesmay have escaped Kunze's attention. The boy is considered the personification
of Horus the Child on three grounds: his lock ("the
Classicalversion of the Egyptianbraided sidelock"of
childhood) ; the overly large animal (big enough for
the child to be riding it, as common in representations of "atleast one other divinity,Dionysus,who was
syncretizedwith Horus in ClassicalEgypt");and the
choice of the goose, sacredto Geb (fatherof Osirisand
Isis) and to Amun (supplanted by Osiris). Although
the animal "is probably simply one of the innumerable geese given to Isis or kept by her," it could also
be Osiris himself, who "could not be shown in living
human form."Yet this interpretation rests on the allegedly friendly interaction of the two.13

The Harpokrates/Dionysos syncretism has now
been more extensively reviewed from a Greek/Ptolemaic angle. The British Museum silver object has
been connected with a series of representationsof the
child Dionysos squattingon an altarand occasionally
characterizedfurther by the presence of satyrs,vines,
and other attributes of the god. This depiction, in
turn, has been explained as the subject of the fourth
and last Dionysiac cart mentioned by Kallixeinos of
Rhodes as part of the Pompe,or GrandProcession, of
Ptolemy Philadelphos in 275/4 B.C.E.The theme of
the float as described, "Dionysosat the Altarof Rhea,"
did not include a clear indication of the god's age,
but the unusual form of the representationssuggests
the connection. In addition, Dionysos is linked to the
theme of rebirth,and hence, in Egypt,to Harpokrates.
As Dionysos-Zagreus,according to the Orphic mysteries, was dismembered by the Titans and restored to
life from his heart, so Harpokrateswas considered
Horus the Child, divinely born from Isis and Osiris
after the latter's dismemberment by his brother Seth
and his recompositionby his lovingwife.This Egyptian
interpretation of the Greek god is confirmed by the
fact that depictions of Dionysos/ Harpokratesshow
him with the typicallyEgyptiansidelock of childhood.
In turn, the identification of the living Pharaohwith
Horus/ Harpokratesin Ptolemaic times is supported
by the fact that some of these images wear a diadem
and can be seen as partof the assimilationpropaganda
pursued by the successorsof Alexander in Egypt.14
Dionysos/ Harpokratesappears on a plaster mold
from Memphis, rising from a flower calyx. Har-

11For derivation from Classical
gravestones,see Kunze
im TypusMiinchen bi(2002, 150): "DieGanswurgergruppe
etet also von ihrem Thema wie auch von ihrer Funktionher
nichts Neues."For fifth-centuryexamples, see also Girlwith
Doves, New York,MetropolitanMuseuminv. no. 1927.27.45
(Richter1954,no. 73, 49-50, pl. 60a); stele fromNea Kallikrateia,ThessalonikiMuseuminv.no. MA6876 (Despines 1997,
no. 9, 25-6, figs. 21, 24, 27). Many stelai of girls and boys
holding dovesor other birdscan be found in Clairmont1993;
for geese (or ducks), see esp. nos. 0.911 (Athens NM 892,
stele of Choregis)and 0.912 (AthensNM 895, stele of Kallistion);alsonos. 0.834 (Dresden,Alberunum,ZV1771;Telekles
with duck) and 869a (MunichGlyptothek199;Plangonwith
bird in hand and duck nearby). Relevantstelaiand statuettes
are discussedby Thompson (1982, esp. 159; cf. pl. 23 for a
bronze figurine of a boy with a dove from Dodona). For a
marblestatue in the round, from Brauron,see also Ridgway
1990, 338, pl. 176 (girlwith dove). Manyof these typesin the
round undoubtedlygo back to the fourth centuryB.C.E.
12Kunze (2002, 148-49 nn. 825-26), with
bibliographic
references to such mythological interpretations,including
those as Eros. He acknowledges,however,the presence of a
lock"on the child of his Borghesetype (no. la),
"Harpokrates
whichhe datesto the late second-earlyfirstcenturyB.C.E.by
comparisonwith the children from Sperlongaand the Mah-

dia wreck.
13Kozloff1980;the suggestionacquiresadditionalstrength
from the fact that the author is an Egyptologist.She stresses, however,that "the animal'slife is not at stake"and "the
gleeful expressionon the child's face is the reflection of his
playful,if somewhatrough, intentions."Stewart(1990, 306),
in discussing the Boy with Goose under Tfestimonia] 162
(an ancient reference to a child by Boethos), states:"Kozloff
(1980) plausiblyinterpretsthe Munichboy as Harpokrates."
For both the Kozloffand the Stewartreferences,I am indebted to an anonymousAJAreviewer.
14For extensivediscussionof all these
points, see Marabini
Moevs2005;the BritishMuseumsilverstatuetteis her fig. 7.6,
which she describesas wearing"the Harpokrateslock" (812) . In turn, the child on the Memphisplaster,despite having
short hair, seems to wear a fillet or diadem. The syncretism
Dionysos/Harpokratesis confirmed by the commentaryin
L/MC4, s.v."Harpokrates"
(esp. p. 444); see nos. 323-30 for
The Egyptiangod is defined as
a
Goose.
HarpokratesRiding
the protector of childhood and fecundity,for both the human and the animalworld;he is assimilatedalso to Herakles
and even to Amon whose sacred animalwas the goose. Harpokrates'associationwith animalsis said not to be a creation
of the popularfantasy,becauseof finds of animalsin the same
context.
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pokrates' iconography includes depictions of the
child on a lotus blossom. This rendering is traditionally explained as symbolizingthe sun rising from the
primordial waters, a solar connection strengthened
by the child's association with the goose sacred to
Amon, the sun god.15Given the definite mingling
of the two traditions, the Greek and the Egyptian,it
seems possible to assume that a specific Egyptiansymbolism may underlie the portrayalof a boy throttling
a goose rather than simply holding or playing with
it. Beyond its meaning as Amon's sacred beast, the
goose, or even the duck- since the two animals are
often interchangeable- occursunder three forms as a
hieroglyphwith two quite separatesymbolicmessages.
One of them has erotic connotations and alludes to
the teemingwildlifeof the marshes;the other viewsthe
marshes as the refuge of evil spirits, thus identifying
the duck itself with such dangerous elements.16
Could depictions of the Boy Strangling the Goose
be read in Graeco-Egyptianterms?If so, the chubby
personage is not simply an infant but the personification of Dionysos/Harpokrates; the goose is not a
household pet or a common barnyard animal but
an evil spirit over which the Divine Child triumphs.
The manner of the representation is Greek and can

be read on a superficial level; the deeper content is
Egyptianand contains a symbolic message of rebirth
and victoryover Chaos.
This same assumption has been made for another
compositionat presentknownonly in statuetteformat:
two wrestlers, one standing and the other down on
one knee in a clear position of submission. Because
two of the bronze replicas of the type show the winner with the ureus-snakediadem of a Pharaoh and
the Harpokrateslock, Helmut Kyrieleishas identified
him as Ptolemy V, who, in the guise of Harpokrates,
fights Seth. This identification may not apply to all
the eight extant examples of the bronze group (one
of them clearlyshowsHeraklesas the winner) but the
basic idea- that a Greek message of victorycould be
translatedinto Egyptiantermsto servea mixed ethnic
population- is quite convincing, and is made even
more plausible by the fact that the position of the two
pankratiastsdoes not correspond to any known move
of that form of wrestling.It mayalso be noted that the
intricateinterrelation of the two figures corresponds,
in general terms,to the interlockinglimbsof child and
goose in the better-knownversion of the theme.17
Herodas seems to have lived in Egypt,or at least to
have been acquaintedwith it. The goose he mentions

15For
Dionysoson a flowercalyx,see MarabiniMoevs2005,
fig. 7.8; for Harpokrateson a lotus blossom, see Marabini
Moevs2005, col. pl. 5; for Amon syncretism,see L/MC4, 443
(supran. 14). Cf., e.g., no. 127b for a terracottafigurine of
Harpokratesseated with a goose on his leg, and no. 129 for
Harpokratesseatedwith a bird under his right arm.
16For this
interpretationof the hieroglyphicsymbolismof
the duck,see Wilkinson(1992, 95), who adds that "theheads
of duckswhichoften adorn the legs of seatsand footstoolsare
perhapsintended to show the suppressionof the spiritssymbolized by these creatures."More pertinentcomments occur
in the context of fishing and fowling scenes in 18th-Dynasty
tombs (Robins 1990, 49-50), where Spell 62 of the Coffin
Textsis cited. In it, Horus addressesthe dead Osirispromising to ensurethe availabilityof waterfowlin greatabundance,
to be killed by his throwstick:"Thewild life of the marshes
representsthe forces of chaos, so that by bringing down the
birds with his throwstick,the king and the deceased overcome these forces and reestablishorder."I owe both these
referencesto my colleague Mehmet-AliAtac.
17
Kyrieleis(1973, esp. 141-45) has suggested that all the
bronze statuettesultimatelyderive from a possible original
monument at large scale, symbolizingPtolemyIII Euergetes
as Hermes and commemoratinghis victoryafter the Third
SyrianWarof 242/1 B.C.E.The two smallbronze groupsthat
he identifiesas PtolemyV fightingSeth in the guise of Horus
are those in Baltimoreand Athens, and since the Epiphanes
is there depicted with the Horus lock, they should date before his coronationin 197 B.C.E.Kyrieleis(1973, 144) states
that a fundamentaltraitof Egyptianart during the Late Period consistsin the use of prototypical,canonical forms for
specificcontent. Thomas (1999) has discussedat length the

same bronze groups and has returned to the subjectin her
2001 monograph on representations of Hellenistic rulers
with divine connotations (see esp. Thomas 2002, 39), where
she suggests that the original monument may have instead
commemoratedAlexander the Great fighting a Barbarian.
She does not entirelyagree with Kyrieleis,who interpretsa
projectionon the head of the Hermes/PtolemyIIIversionin
Istanbulas a lotus leaf, thus stressingthe equation HermesHorus-Thot. Because of the group's Hellenistic date, she
reads the same emblem as a victoryfillet comparableto that
worn by the so-calledMarathonYouthin Athens (cf. Thomas
2002, 51 n. 594). Thomas (2002, 43) does, however,accept
the basicequationPtolemyV/Harpokratesand even Triptolemos/Harpokrates,as indicatedby coins. On the lack of correspondence between the pankrationmoves and the bronze
compositions, which therefore must carry a metaphorical
meaning, see Thomas 1999, 200. Kunze (2002, 155-65) discusses the Istanbul group as a corollary to the Boy-Goose
topic (as his no. 2, with Excursuson 165-68, on the aesthetic
aspect of the Hellenisticideal of the king) but only as a further example of a momentarysituation.The identificationas
Horus fighting Seth is mentioned only in n. 874, with some
skepticism- a connection with Hermes is considered most
plausibleunder PtolemyII (Kunze2002, 163 n. 874). I (Ridgway 2000, 266 n. 67) have analyzedthe composition of the
Boy with the Goose, Munich type, as a highly artificial,foursided pyramidalstructureresting on two "legs"per side and
probablycreated firstin marble or another medium unable
to withstandthe stressespossiblein bronze. This specificformula may,therefore, be an adaptationor a developmentof
laterHellenistictimes,from an initialthird-centuryconcept.
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is an Egyptian animal. The plaster mold and silver
statuette come from Egypt.It seems plausible to suggest a positive Egyptian symbolism for a representation that must otherwise be read as a child's perhaps
unconscious act of cruelty.As alreadymentioned, the
theme of child with pet existed long before in Greek
art, where it was appropriate for funerary and religious contexts; it may have been modified to acquire
a rococo characteronly in Roman times, when it was
considered suitable decoration for villa gardens and
when it lost its initial underlying meaning. But it is
now worth attempting to decode a cryptic"text"that
might once have signified a divine victoryover chaos,
death, and the forces of evil, in its land of origin, at
the threshold between the Greek and the Oriental
worlds.
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL AND NEAR EASTERN
ARCHAEOLOGY
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA 1C)O1O
BRIDGWAY@BRYNMAWR.EDU
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